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Introduction
Since 2010 in the European Union, wood used for structural purposes must satisfy several mechanical requirements. Wood must therefore be mechanically graded to ensure that the product complies with the requirements. Mechanical grading of timber must guarantee three properties [1] : density, modulus of elasticity (MOE) and bending strength also called modulus of rupture (MOR). However, wood presents significant variability in terms of its mechanical properties, mainly due to factors such as wood species, tree growth rate, density, local singularities (knots, cracks, slope of grain), etc. Machines can be used to perform the mechanical grading of wood, in accordance with the relevant European standards [2] [3] [4] [5] .Wood grading machines are based on various principles, such as density measurement, vibrational measurement of the MOE [6] [7] [8] or singularity detection using optical means, X-rays, or scattering measurement techniques [9] [10] [11] . To predict bending strength, most of these grading techniques are extremely dependent on the correlation between the MOR and the density or the MOE, and thus only partially take into account local singularities. A recent study [12] shows that for a species with large knots (such as douglas fir produced in southern Europe), a mechanical model based on local measurements of singularities, and more specifically grain slope measurements, significantly improves MOR prediction, since timber strength decreases non-linearly as the slope of grain increases [13] .
The slope of grain (also called grain direction) is the angle made by wood fibers and the edges of a piece of wood. Indeed, wood is made of highly elongated cells of a diameter of a few tens of micrometers and a length that can be of several millimeters. Variations in slope of grain are especially great around the knots [11, 12] , because of the simultaneous growth of the trunk and a branch in different directions.
The slope of grain can be measured by the "tracheid effect" principle: an ellipse of light appears in the direction of the tracheids (i.e. wood fibers of softwood species) when projecting a laser dot onto the wood surface [14] [15] [16] . Although there are multiple theories to explain this phenomenon, the most commonly accepted is the following: the light propagates by total reflection in such a way that the laser dot penetrates the wood surface and propagates in the wood fibers as in optical fibers [14] . By using a dot line, this scattering produces an ellipse for each laser dot, and the slope of grain on the surfaces of wood boards can be scanned as shown in Fig. 1 . However, Zhou et al. [16] showed that the emergent laser light on the wood surface is affected by wood species and surface finishes, so that the so-called "tracheid effect" is hardly observed in hardwood and is highly disturbed for rough-sawn surface finishes. The purpose of this study is to propose a new method to measure the slope of grain for a large number of species and different surface finishes by using heating conduction. This "heating method" is compared to the scattering method for different wood species and surface finishes.
Material and methods

Laser Scattering
As explained previously, the scattering method is based on the "tracheid effect". In the present work a dot laser (HeNe: 632.8 nm) is split into a dot line by a diffractive optical element on the board surface. The spacing between each dot is regular: 4 mm in the present case as shown in Fig. 1 . The grain slope is computed from the ellipse formed by the light scattering for each dot. By moving the board on a conveyor, one can capture one image every millimeter along the longitudinal direction of the board. As a result, a local measurement of slope of grain with an interval of 1 mm along the longitudinal direction and 4 mm along the transversal direction of the board is obtained. 
Heating conduction
Instead of using scattering, we herein propose a new approach in order to locally measure the slope of grain of hardwood and softwood by using the thermal conductivity properties of wood. A similar approach, called ellipsometry, is already used in the study of composite materials to estimate the composite fiber orientation [19] . Thermal conductivity can be written as the sum of two contributions:
With e λ the contribution of charge carriers and p λ the contribution of vibrations of the atoms. In wood, because there are very few free electrons, e λ can be neglected. Thus, the thermal conductivity of wood mainly depends on p λ , that is to say on the structure of the wood. Indeed, Kollmann et al. [17] have shown that wood thermal conductivity depends on fiber direction and wood singularities. In addition, other studies have shown that the conductivity is larger in the fiber direction than in the direction perpendicular to the fibers (about 2.5 times) [18] . Hence, by using an infrared laser to heat the surface of the wood it is possible to detect and estimate the slope of grain. During the application of an external heat source on any surface, three heat transfer modes appear: conduction, convection and radiation. Figure 2 illustrates these transfers when a material is excited by a laser. In this case, another interaction appears: specular reflection (an optical phenomenon). In the case of wood, the incident radiation will be partially reflected and partially absorbed. The absorbed part, due to particle motion, will create a local temperature rise. This heat will be propagated in the material by conduction (mostly in the fiber direction because of its greater conductivity) and convection at each air/solid interface. In order to not damage the wood, the temperature rise must remain relatively low. As with any radiation, thermal radiation is subject to Planck's law. Therefore, to visualize the conduction we need to use an infrared camera (sensitive to wavelengths around 5 µm). Thus, by exciting the surface locally with a laser and by visualizing the conduction with an infrared camera, it is possible to detect and estimate the slope of grain for any wood species, including hardwood. Figure 3 illustrates the experimental setup used for this experiment. The wood surface is excited by a pulsed fiber laser (5 W) emitting at 1060 nm. A system of galvanometer mirrors is mounted at the output of the laser as illustrated in Fig. 3 . These mirrors enable the laser dot to be oriented in any direction in order to scan the wood sample. The heat then spreads in the fibers by conduction. This heat propagation is observed thanks to an infrared camera (sensitivity: 1.5 µm to 5.1 µm, resolution: 320x256 pixels). Given that the heat propagates mainly along the fiber, the radiation captured by the camera forms an ellipse Fig. 4(b) . As mentioned previously, in order to not damage the wood, a short laser radiation pulse duration was used. As shown in Fig. 4 , the shape of the ellipse obtained by conduction depends on the laser emission time. After 1 µs, the heat has not yet propagated in wood fibers and only a circle can be observed at the surface of the wood Fig. 4(a) . Continuing to excite the surface, after 200 µs an ellipse shaped by heat conduction in the fibers is observed Fig. 4(b) . Stopping the laser emission after 200µs, the heat continues to propagate for a few µs Fig. 4(c) . In the following, the image used for slope of grain measurement was captured after 200 µs, which is sufficient for ellipse detection Fig. 4(b) . 
Ellipse detection
For both methods, the slope of grain is determined from the shape of the ellipses. The only difference is the physical phenomenon used to obtain the ellipse: the tracheid effect or the thermal conductivity of the wood. The principal axes of the ellipses are identified using a principal component analysis (PCA). PCA consists of extracting the two vectors which give the best de-correlation of the data. Here, the data are the location of each ellipse edge in pixels ( , )
i i x y . These data are grouped in a centered matrix N:
With x et y respectively the mean of x ( 1 x to n x ) and the mean of y ( 1 y to n y ). PCA computation consists of calculating the covariance matrix of the centered data:
. .
The two eigenvectors of C correspond to the axes of the ellipse, and their associated eigenvalues are used to estimate the shape factor, or ellipticity (ratio between the major axis and the minor axis). The ellipticity ε of each ellipse is obtained from the 
Wood material
In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed heating conduction method, the measurement of the grain slope was tested using first the scattering method and then the heating method for four different wood species: spruce (Picea abies), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), poplar (Populus) and oak (Quercus petraea). The spruce, Douglas fir and oak samples presented knotty areas, while the poplar sample was homogeneous. Most of these samples were planed, but a second sample of Douglas fir was used in order to study the influence of surface finishes. Indeed, this sample was first measured by the two methods with a sawn surface finish, and then it was planed and measured again in the same zone using the two methods. The planing operation removed only a thin layer of wood (no more than 2 mm in thickness). To do this comparison, we have comptuted the grain angle with the heating method fisrt and we have just replaced the infrared camera (not sensitive to 1060nm) by an shortwave infrared camera (sensitive to 1060nm) to compute the grain angle with the scattering method for the same physical point on the wood sample.
Results
In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed heating conduction method, the local slope of grain measurements have been compared on the same samples to the scattering method. With both methods the angles measured are 2D angles. Actually, to classify mechanically a board of wood using scattering method, the existing methods propose to compute the grain angle on the two main faces of the board and calculate the mean between them [12, 21] . In the following, first are presented the results for different wood species, then for different surface finishes (before and after planing operation). These results show that the heating method enables us to obtain similar results to those obtained by the scattering approach applied to these wood species, by using thermal conduction properties of timber (same profile, with more noise in the heating method due to the pixel resolution of the camera). Indeed, the root mean square of the difference between the two methods is 2.80 degrees for spruce, 3.15 degrees for Douglas fir, and 0.71 degrees for poplar. Interestingly, both methods enable the measurement of the high grain angles and the high grain angle variations that appear close to knots, as shown in Figs. 5(a), 5(b), 6(a) and 6(b) . For the poplar sample tested presented in Fig. 7(c) , no knots were present, thus the grain angle was nearly constant. The root mean square value difference in the grain angle was 4.56 degrees with a standard deviation of 1.29 degrees. It is important to notice that the small variations in grain angle obtained by the two methods match very well as illustrated in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). As a result, the grain angle variations observed in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) are most likely due to the wood itself or the surface finish, and not to the measurement device. This result shows that samples which are supposed to have a constant grain angle by eye observation must have slight variations of a few degrees.
Comparison between the scattering and heating methods for different wood species
The tracheid effects have a limitation, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . In the case of Douglas, the light is scattered in the fiber direction and an ellipse appears at the wood surface, Fig. 8(a) . But, in the case of oak, as illustrated in Fig. 8(b) , the scattering method is inefficient (no ellipse appears). This result can be explained by the fact that in the case of hardwood the fibers are denser and shorter; the light is thus not sufficiently diffused, so no ellipse appears. As a consequence, a comparison between the two methods could not be made for oak as it was for the other species. However, the heat conduction method works on hardwood, because the phenomenon is not based on light propagation but on heat propagation. The heating method was used to scan the surface of a full oak sample that include a knot as illustrated in Fig. 9 . As shown in Fig. 9 , the slope of grain changes around the knot. Moreover, the ellipticity of each ellipse obtained by heat conduction varies in the sample, it is related to the length of the vectors in Fig. 9 . Finally, it is possible to define an ellipticity criterion that can be used to detect the knot. An arbitrary criterion was used to color the shorter vectors in magenta in Fig. 9 . The heating method can thus be used to measure the local slope of grain of various wood species, including oak, and furthermore can be used to detect knots.
Comparison between the scattering and heating methods for different surface finishes
To study the influence of surface finishes, the slope of grain was computed along two lines (red and green arrows) for the same sample of Douglas fir using both methods, before and after the planing operation, respectively illustrated in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) . The results obtained for the Douglas rough-sawn sample prove that the scattering method is very sensitive to surface finish. The measurement of the slope of grain appears very noisy on this surface using the scattering method. Inversely, the heating method seems to provide smoother results. Indeed, the root mean square difference between the two methods is 10.62 degrees for the Douglas rough-sawn sample. On the same sample, after the planing operation, the results are similar for the two methods since the root mean square of the differences between them is 2.85 degrees. Moreover, the difference between the heating method on the Douglas roughsawn sample and the Douglas planed sample is 2.51 degrees. As a result, in addition to being efficient for different wood species, the heating method also presents the interest of being robust with respect to surface finishes, contrary to the scattering method. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a new approach to computing slope of grain is proposed and compared to the existing scattering method. The proposed method uses the thermal conduction properties of timber (higher conduction in the fiber direction). The excitation of the surface of the wood using a laser enables an ellipse in the grain direction to be observed by means of a thermal camera. Notably, this phenomenon is almost unaffected by wood surface finishes, and works well on a rough-sawn Douglas fir sample, while the usual scattering method is much noisier. Furthermore, the scattering method appears to be inefficient for oak wood, while the proposed heating method is suitable for slope of grain and knot detection in this species. Therefore, to the best of the authors' knowledge, the heating method is the only existing method that enables the slope of grain of oak wood to be measured; in addition, it appears to be much more robust as regards surface finishes than the scattering method. As a result, this method could be used in a universal grain slope measurement system and ultimately be integrated into a wood grading machine. However, particular efforts will be required for the development and setup of the system in order to attain industrial throughput rates without damaging the wood from excessive heating.
